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Business Planning with Tom Ferry | Tom Ferry is recognized as the #1 Educator in Real Estate; his coaching programs,
training products and live events .

Multiply your transaction goal by 40 to determine how many conversations you need to conduct. Think of the
coaching fee as an investment into your future, into your Business, into your family. And that was the last
straw. Not only is Tom's teaching of the nuts and bolts in programs like Breakthrough By Design absolutely
vital, the networking with agents across the country and around the globe has been incredibly fruitful. Just a
drummed up show with lights and music. I hear your dog whistle I work out 6 days a week. Get in with the
group. A sales pitch. You will have to decide for yourself, for me, watching the news, that's non-negotiable. I
had no intention of writing this review because I was hoping it was a fluke, but the "Manager" who called to
save the deal blew off the fact that the salesman lied like it was no big deal. The next day on the call the
salesman presented the price at my request and I said yes to coaching but during the purchasing part of the call
the salesman lied to me about figures and income of another agent I asked specifically about the agent's name
he threw out there I know how many sales and money the agent makes. I told her I had an appt at the next
hour. How can I be Z bag of chips that every client would want? Testimonials "I appreciate that Patrick
provides me with concrete tools marketing plan spreadsheet and a sample presentation. I'm going to chat with
my husband and do some further research and.. He's always available, enthusiastic, and encouraging. I'm in
weekly coaching, but I never "pay" for coaching The guarantee is absolutely worthless. I have helped several
families relocate for special needs services. What productive agent doesn't already to 3 deals per year? At the
summit event we were all told that if we didn't improve our performance by at least 3 transactions, we'd get a
full refund. I even sent them certified mail with the cancellation form sent the next business day which they
signed. We moved in and are enjoying our new home. Cay and Carly were a joy to work with. Instead, David,
and the Tom Ferry organization, are holistic in their approach to client development.


